
15 great creative writing prompts for tweens

1.   Write a story titled, “The Bat Who Couldn’t Fly.” (from Super Teacher Worksheets)

2.   Write a thank you note to a friend who gave you onion and garlic-flavored 
 chewing gum. (from Daily Teaching Tools)

3.   Write a story in which you are a mini marshmallow in a cup of hot chocolate. 
 (from Journal Buddies)

4.  Describe an event that changed your life forever. (from Daily Teaching Tools)

5.   Write a fable about a very tall girl or boy. (from Journal Buddies)

6.   If bears could dance, what kinds of dances would they do? (from Journal Buddies)

7.   Use this line of dialogue somewhere in your story: “I’m just doing what the fortune 
 cookie said.” (from Awesome Writing Prompts)

8.   What would you do if you woke up one morning to find yourself invisible? 
 (from Alex Toys blog)

9.   Write an alternate ending to your favorite movie. (from Journal Buddies)

10. Three things. Use them all in your glorious, glorious story: “A bucket filled with a 
 mysterious pink substance, an unopened letter, and elderly white horse.” 
 (from Awesome Writing Prompts)

11. Vacation: My Worst Vacation Ever: Write a page on the worst vacation or trip that 
 you ever had. Describe where you went, who you went with, and what you did. 
 (from Enchanted Learning)

12. Use this line of dialogue in your story “The game has changed.”

13. If you were a bird, what kind of bird would you be? A large eagle? A tiny bluebird? 
 (from Journal Buddies)

14. Dialogue prompt: “Small fire! I said to set a small fire! This is not small!” 
 (from Writing Prompts Pinterest board)

15. A Magical Spell: A Magic Spell. If you could devise a magical spell, what would it be 
 and what would it do? Write about why you chose this new spell and how you would 
 use it. (from Enchanted Learning)
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